ABSTRACT
For virtual reality systems, modeling of 3D objects and scenes is important and challenging. In this paper, we present an image-based interactive 3D modeling framework consisting of three major modules: photogrammetric modeling, human interaction, and texture mapping. These three modules are not sequentially used and they are mixed in the whole modeling process. The major idea is to explore the use of images in interactive modeling systems to achieve the automation. In particular, the use of only one image is addressed. On one side, unlike the common fully interactive modeling framework, the users are not required to specify some low level details interactively which can be derived automatically from the image. On the other side, it still requires human interactions to do some high level tasks that the algorithms are difficult to perform automatically. We have implemented the framework and experimental results are good.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For virtual reality systems, modeling of 3D objects and scenes is important and challenging [22, 27]. The ease of creating 3D models is crucial for the success of any virtual reality (VR) systems. Although much progress has been made on geometric modeling systems, they are mainly used in computer aided design (CAD) and yet to be used to create geometric models for VR systems, usually with irregular shapes such as animals and plants.

Inspired by recent interactive work such as the Teddy and SKETCH, where new human computer interactive techniques were introduced for rapid designing of 3D freeform objects [15] and modeling of CSG-like models consisting of simple primitives [28], we propose a hybrid approach of 3D modeling for virtual reality systems. The major idea is to introduce the use of images [6, 24] into interactive frameworks. It can be considered as an extension of the Teddy and SKETCH. It is not fully automatic. The use of images will release human from modeling of the low level details while some high level tasks that the algorithms are yet to solve automatically still requires human interaction. In a brief summary, the major features of our method are:

1. It requires human interaction. By applying human interaction, we can avoid the use of some complicated procedures of computer vision such as camera calibration [20] and procedures of computational geometry such as polygonization of unorganized points [1].

2. It has automatic process. A user can start from a good initial 3D model. It is automatically derived from the image of the object.

3. It is not a framework of the stereo vision. Only one image is used. Thus, it is not necessary to solve the correspondence between two images. As one image can not determine a unique shape in 3D, the modeling result is always an approximation of the real object. However, for virtual reality systems, it meets the visual requirement.

4. It is not model-based and does not require a generic 3D model. So the shapes to be modeled are not constrained by the initial generic 3D models as in [8].

5. It is general though we have not implemented modeling of the shapes with holes.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews some related work. Section 3 describes our framework in detail with the focus on the use of images in the interactive modeling framework. Section 4 presents our implementation and shows some modeling results. Section 5 concludes this paper.
2. RELATED WORK

Geometric modeling can be roughly divided into forward and reverse approaches. In the forward approach, the real model of the object is not available or not directly used in the modeling process. The shape of the object is usually modeled by an iterative bottom up manner. Oppositely, in the reverse approach, images or the real measurements of the object are directly used. The purpose of the reverse approach is to achieve automation.

The most popular forward methods are based on CSG/B-rep framework, i.e., the framework of constructive solid geometry (CSG) and boundary representation (B-rep) [10]. They use geometric primitives to hierarchically build up through successive shape operations and transformations. Recent work includes SKETCH which introduces new interfaces for rapid modeling of CSG-like models consisting of simple primitives [28]. This approach is most suitable for CAD systems where shapes of objects are relatively regular and require precise representation. Other work includes Teddy [15] where new interfaces and interactive techniques are introduced for rapid designing 3D freeform objects. In particular, Teddy allows a first-time user to model a moderately complex object within minutes. A more recent work is presented in [27] where a virtual environment is created by directly input to computer of a hand-drawn perspective sketch. Another type of forward modeling methods are implicit surface based [10]. The user specifies the skeleton of the intended model and the system constructs smooth, natural-looking surfaces around it [23].

The most popular reverse methods are 3D digitizing (range image) based. Using such devices as the Cyberware scanner [7], a dense mesh of 3D points can be derived from a set of laser-ranged images of a real model. Then triangulation techniques of computational geometry are applied to recover the topology and geometry of the object [1]. An early work is on human body modeling [25], while recent work includes accuracy incrementing reconstruction by multi-round digitizing [6]. Currently, 3D digitizing is widely used in the entertainment industries such as video games and film production. A different type of reverse modeling methods are digital image (intensity image) based [24], with some well known research topics such as camera calibration [20], shape from motion [18, 26], and stereo vision [9]. In computer graphics, it is widely used in facial modeling and animation [12, 17, 19]. The approach takes the advantage that digital images are much easier to get than the range images.

The forward approach emphasizes on human interaction, while the reverse approach on automation. Combining both approaches is expected to achieve better performance. This idea was explored in the Facade system [8] where a hybrid approach, with automation achieved from the use of images, is proposed to construct large buildings. The results are very impressive. The best use of human interaction and automation together is the central concern of the hybrid approach. Our work differs from the Facade system in that ours is not model-based and does not require generic 3D models at the beginning. So the shapes to be modeled are not constrained by these 3D models.

An interesting walk-through framework TIP (Tour Into the Picture) also used one image of a scene [14]. Different from our work, in TIP, the background of a scene model consists of at most five rectangles, whereas hierarchical polygons are used as a model for each foreground object. Another work was on face recognition [2]. Using one image, the method exploited prior knowledge of faces to generate their views under different rotations and used these views for the recognition.

3. OUR WORK

The overview of the framework is shown in Figure 1. We describe the first module, photogrammetric modeling, in more detail. As human interaction and texture mapping are similar to other work, we only briefly describe them.

![Figure 1: Overview of the framework.](image)

3.1 Photogrammetric Modeling

In this subsection we present the photogrammetric modeling. It is the heart of the framework. The purpose is to achieve the automation for the modeling. The input is one 2D image of the object to be modeled (Figure 2, left). First, the shape boundary of the object is extracted (Figure 2, right). Next, the skeleton of image is constructed (Figure 3). Based on the shape boundary and skeleton, the 2D triangle mesh of the object is constructed by a 2D constrained Delaunay triangulation algorithm (Figure 3). Next, the 3D mesh is created (Figure 5, Left). Finally, the complete 3D mesh is generated after adding the back facing mesh (Figure 5, Right).

![Figure 2: Contouring: shape boundary extraction.](image)
The use of one image, we cannot derive the very accurate vertices of 2D mesh with different height values. Because of step requires the human interaction. It is done by lifting the neighboring joints (2D feature points). One example of the resulting skeleton (white line) is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Skeleton (white line) and 2D mesh (dark line).

The third step is to derive a 2D mesh. The resulting triangles should consist of the shape boundary and skeleton derived from the previous two steps. The constrained Delaunay triangulation, a well researched topic in computational geometry [4], is implemented that uses the shape boundary and skeleton as its input. A free available software Qhull is used [21]. A constrained Delaunay triangulation of a set of line segments (the shape boundary and skeleton) is the triangulation of the endpoints where the distance between them is the length of the shortest path which does not cross a line segment. To approximate the shape better, we can add more feature points interactively and connect them to the shape boundary and skeleton for the use in the triangulation. One example of a 2D mesh result (dark line) is shown in Figure 3.

The last step is to derive a 3D mesh which is the major step requires the human interaction. It is done by lifting vertices of 2D mesh with different height values. Because of the use of one image, we can not derive the very accurate depth values using the computer vision techniques such as the stereo method. However, not using them, we also can avoid the complexity and inaccuracy of the algorithms.

In the Teddy system [15], as no images are used, a simple method is applied: for each vertex on the 2D mesh, the displacement depends on its position in the model, i.e., vertices in the central part of the shape are lifted more than those of the boundary. The initial value can be set proportional to the average length of its incident edges in 2D. For decreasing the efforts of human interaction, we take a different approach based on the use of image intensity (shape from shading) [13] to estimate the displacement for each vertex of the 2D triangle. The method of shape from shading is based on the measurement result of the different intensities present in the images to obtain the depth information. However, in order to derive the accurate values, it requires the special specification of the lighting but it is not true for the images we used. Thus, the depth values derived directly from shading are not accurate. So the vertex clusters based on the inaccurate depth values are not accurate. They must be finely adjusted using the human interaction. As only a limited number of vertices need to be adjusted, e.g., about 20 for the bear example, it is not a heavy task for the user. Finally, we displace different clusters by the user specified height values (as the recovered depth values are not accurate).

Now, we have a similar problem as the Teddy system: after the lifting, the resolution of 3D mesh decreases. We need to add more vertices by interpolation of the existing vertices similar to the Teddy system (Figure 4). Finally, a back facing mesh can be generated with either a plane mesh (for example, bear in Figure 5, Left) or a symmetric mesh of the front facing mesh (for example, fish in Figure 10). The interactive editing is applied to derive the final shape (Figure 5, Right).

Figure 4: Interpolation to have more vertices in 3D mesh.

Figure 5: Left: front facing 3D Mesh. Right: back facing mesh.

3.2 Human Interaction

We implement a user interface that supports the 2D and 3D visualization and manipulation. Manipulations can be directly applied on the 3D object (front and back facing mesh) such as picking, grouping, adding, deleting, displacing, etc.
Detailed description can be found in [15]. A snapshot of the user interface of our system is shown in Figure 6.

3.3 Texture Mapping

Finally, the image is reused for texture mapping. For the front facing mesh, it is straightforward because we have kept the vertex correspondence between 3D and 2D mesh from the photogrammetric modeling (Figure 7, Left). It is a problem for the back facing mesh. We have to use human interaction. For modeling of the bear, we solve it by interactively selecting a small area of the image such as part of hairy face of the bear. Then, we use this small image to remove features such as eyes of the front image. The resulting image is used for texture mapping of the back facing mesh (Figure 7, Right).

3.3 Texture Mapping

Finally, the image is reused for texture mapping. For the front facing mesh, it is straightforward because we have kept the vertex correspondence between 3D and 2D mesh from the photogrammetric modeling (Figure 7, Left). It is a problem for the back facing mesh. We have to use human interaction. For modeling of the bear, we solve it by interactively selecting a small area of the image such as part of hairy face of the bear. Then, we use this small image to remove features such as eyes of the front image. The resulting image is used for texture mapping of the back facing mesh (Figure 7, Right).

Figure 6: User interface: a snapshot.

Figure 7: Left: front face result of texture mapping. Right: back face result of texture mapping.

4. RESULTS

We implemented our framework on PC with an Intel Pentium III 450MHz processor using Microsoft Visual C++ and OpenGL. The algorithm of each step can run in real time for all the examples we tested. More modeling results are shown for a fish (Figure 8, 9 and 10), seagull(Figure 11, 12 and 13), bobby (Figure 14, 15 and 16), and mouse (Figure 17, 18 and 19).

Figure 8: Fish: input image.

Figure 9: Fish: reconstructed 3D Mesh.

Figure 10: Fish: after texture mapping.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a hybrid 3D modeling framework combining human interaction (forward approach) and automation achieved from the use of one image (reverse approach). Photogrammetric modeling is applied to get a good approximation from the use of one image. Complementary to the photogrammetric modeling, the use of interactive techniques can solve some high level tasks easily. We have done some experiments. The results are good in visual quality and suitable to use in a virtual reality system.
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Figure 11: Seagull: input image.
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Figure 16: Bobby: after texture mapping.

Figure 17: Mouse: input image.


Figure 18: Mouse: reconstructed 3D Mesh.

Figure 19: Mouse: after texture mapping.


